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The Cold Dark Matter paradigm predicts that galaxy dark matter halos contain a myriad of bound
subhalos left over from the hierarchical galaxy formation process. The amount of substructure
on different scales is sensitive to the nature of dark matter. Strong gravitational lensing provides
the only probe of dark matter substructure in galaxies outside the Local Group. The positions,
brightnesses, and time delays of the images in multiply-imaged quasars are sensitive to dark matter subhalos over a wide range in mass. The theory of substructure lensing is rich and tractable,
providing a firm foundation for observational studies. Existing data reveal the average amount
of substructure, which is consistent with CDM predictions. Future large samples will allow us
to measure the evolution of substructure with cosmic time, providing unique access to the distribution of dark matter on small scales, and key astrophysical evidence about the nature of dark
matter.
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where ~u is the angular position of the light source with respect to the center of the lens, the D’s
are angular diameter distances between the observer, lens, and source, and τ gives the excess travel
time compared with a hypothetical light ray that travels directly from the source to the observer with
no deflection. Since the image positions are given by ∇τ (~x) = 0, they depend on first derivatives
of the lens potential. The brightnesses of the images are determined by the curvature of the time
delay surface, so they depend on second derivatives of φ . The differential time delays between the
images depend on φ itself. (See the review of strong lensing by Kochanek [7] for more details.)
Any small-scale structure in the lens galaxy makes its presence felt through its effect on φ .
For example, Fig. 1 shows that a small mass clump near a lensed image can produce extra light
bending on a scale set by the Einstein radius of the clump, RE ∝ m1/2 . If the clumps are dark matter
subhalos the perturbations have angular scales of milli-arcseconds and we call the phenomenon
“millilensing” [8 – 10]. If the clumps are stars the scales are micro-arcseconds and we call it “microlensing” [7, 11]. In practice the spatial perturbations are usually too small to resolve, but the
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The Cold Dark Matter paradigm is justly acclaimed for its success explaining cosmological
observations relating to the global geometry and expansion history of the universe, and the distribution of matter on large scales and within massive systems like clusters of galaxies. However,
there is tension between CDM predictions and observations that probe the distribution of matter
inside galaxies. CDM predicts that galaxy dark matter halos should be dense and centrally concentrated, whereas many observations seem more consistent with halos that have low central densities.
Also, CDM predicts that each galaxy’s halo should contain the intact remnants of thousands of
its progenitors (see the contributions by Frenk et al. and Kuhlen et al., and references therein). In
the Local Group, the predicted number of dark matter subhalos significantly exceeds the observed
number of dwarf galaxy satellites, and the discrepancy is larger at smaller subhalo masses.
The discord shows that we still have a lot to learn about galaxy formation in a dark matter
universe. One thing we do not fully understand is the interplay between various processes that determine the amount of (visible) substructure in galaxy halos: the accretion of new subhalos from the
environment, versus the destruction of old subhalos by tidal forces [1 – 3]; and the extent to which
galaxy formation in low-mass systems may be inefficient, or even squelched by photoionization
[4, 5]. Another aspect of the problem relates to the nature of dark matter itself. Of the various dark
matter candidates that are compatible with the large-scale structure of the universe, some yield different predictions about the distribution of matter on small scales. In particular, models that lead
to a suppression of small-scale power reduce the amount of substructure in galaxies and create a
signature in the substructure mass function [1, 6]. Studying dark matter substructure in galaxies
therefore provides unique constraints on the astrophysics of galaxy formation on small scales, and
circumstantial but nonetheless important evidence about the nature of dark matter.
Strong gravitational lensing provides the only “direct” gravitational probe of dark matter substructure in galaxies beyond the Local Group. By Fermat’s principle, when light from a background
source is bent by a foreground lens galaxy with projected gravitational potential φ (given by the 2-d
Poisson equation ∇2 φ = 2Σ/Σcrit where Σcrit is the critical surface density for lensing), the images
we see form at stationary points of the “time delay surface,”
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concomitant changes in the image brightnesses are very apparent. (Conceptually, ∇2 φ can have
larger fluctuations than ∇φ due to small-scale structure.)
We do in fact see many lens systems in which the flux ratios between the images do not follow
expected patterns. Keeton et al. [12, 13] introduced a model-independent method to analyze the
flux ratios in 4-image lenses with “cusp” and “fold” configurations, which is based on mathematical
relations among the lensing magnification factors that are universal for smooth mass distributions.
They found that fully half of all cusp and fold lenses violate the theoretical magnification relations,
which means the systems are inconsistent with lensing by a smooth mass distribution.
To take the next step and identify what causes the flux ratio anomalies, we need to consider
the wavelength of the observations. At optical and X-ray wavelengths, quasar emission regions are
small enough that flux ratios can be perturbed by stars in the lens galaxy. As a result, microlensing
contributes a significant “background” signal in optical and X-ray data. Many observed optical
and X-ray flux ratio anomalies are in fact consistent with pure microlensing [11, 14, 15], although
the possibility that there is millilensing as well has not been ruled out. At radio wavelengths,
by contrast, the quasar source is thought to be large enough to smooth over the effects of stars
and suppress microlensing. Radio flux ratios have thus far been the tool of choice for studying
millilensing. Dalal & Kochanek [10] found that the flux ratios in seven 4-image radio lenses imply
that the fraction of mass in substructure is fsub ∼ 0.02 (with 0.006 < fsub < 0.07 at 90% confidence).
This amount of substructure is broadly consistent with CDM predictions.
It is important to consider whether millilensing by dark matter substructure is the only viable
explanation of (radio) flux ratio anomalies. Evans & Witt [16] suggested that allowing small departures from elliptical symmetry, modeled with multipole terms, might eliminate the need for lumpy
substructure. That turns out not to be the case, however. In some lenses the flux ratio anomalies
are so strong that the required multipole terms are completely unrealistic [17]. In other lenses there
are additional data that constrain the multipole amplitudes to be too small to explain the flux ratio
anomalies [18 – 20].
As noted above, the mass function dN/dm of substructure may contain information about the
nature of dark matter. Unfortunately, it is difficult to constrain the mass function with individual
flux ratio measurements because of a degeneracy: a given flux ratio anomaly can be produced by
3
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Figure 1: A sample 4-image lens configuration. The middle and right panels show close-ups (0.04′′ on a
side) of image A with or without a 106 M⊙ clump nearby. We cannot usually resolve the distortion, but we
can detect the change in flux.
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Figure 2: (Left) Sample mass map of substructure from the models by Zentner & Bullock [1, 2]. The curve
shows the lensing critical curve for the full lens model (including the main galaxy, which is omitted from
the mass map for clarity). The points show sample lensed images. (Right) Histograms of the time delays
between the images, for 104 Monte Carlo simulations of the substructure. (The source position is fixed,
so the image configuration remains nearly fixed with only small perturbations to the image positions.) The
dotted lines show what the time delays would be if all the mass were smoothly distributed.

a low-mass clump very close to an image, or a more massive clump farther away, or anything
in between (see eq. 3 below). This degeneracy is broken at low masses because the source only
“feels” clumps with Einstein radii RE (m) & Rsrc . Heuristically, we can think of flux ratio anomalies
as measuring the total amount of substructure above some threshold set by the size of the source,
Msub (Rsrc ) ∼

Z

W (RE (m)|Rsrc ) m

dN
dm ,
dm

(2)

where W is a weight function that is unity for RE (m) ≫ Rsrc and zero for RE (m) ≪ Rsrc (but may be
complicated in between [21]). One idea for constraining the mass function is to measure flux ratios
at different wavelengths that correspond to different source sizes [22, 23]. This approach looks
promising, although the conclusions will depend on understanding both how quasar size varies
with wavelength and how the weight function behaves in the region RE (m) ∼ Rsrc .
Keeton & Moustakas [24] recently suggested that a complementary way to probe the subhalo
mass function is to consider a different lens observable, namely the time delays between the images.
To illustrate how substructure affects time delays, Fig. 2 shows a sample substructure mass map
and mock lens image configuration, plus histograms of the time delays between the images for 104
Monte Carlo simulations of the substructure. Even though substructure accounts for just 0.15% of
the mass projected within the galaxy’s Einstein radius, it has a substantial effect: the time delays
clearly differ from what they would have been if all the mass were smoothly distributed, with a
typical scatter of more than a day.
A few remarkable lenses have time delays that already suggest the presence of substructure
[25, 26]. More often, we expect that detecting substructure effects will require time delays with
uncertainties at the level of ±0.3 days or better. This is a factor of &2 more precise than most
time delays known today (see [27] for a compilation), but feasible in the near term for a modest
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sample of lenses; and the sample will increase substantially over the next 5–10 years [28, 29]. We
can then imagine using time delays to constrain the amount of substructure. Heuristically, we will
get a lower bound because when there is too little substructure the observed time delay anomalies
will be statistically unlikely, and an upper bound because when there is too much substructure the
anomalies should (statistically speaking) be even stronger than observed. We can formalize this
idea with a likelihood analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 3. For a mock quad lens with time delay
uncertainties of ±0.3 days, the maximum likelihood method yields log κsub = −2.8 ± 0.5, where
κsub is the mean surface mass density in substructure at the positions of the images, in units of the
critical density for lensing. This is in excellent agreement with the amount of substructure used to
generate the mock data. The uncertainty of 0.5 dex (a factor of 3) is admittedly idealized, but there
are no obvious effects that would make real lenses substantially worse.
Even more promising is the prospect of combining time delays with flux ratios. The two observables are nicely complementary as probes of substructure, which we can understand as follows.
Magnification perturbations are mediated principally through the shear perturbations [8]
∆γc = − ∑
i

cos 2θi
,
r̂i2

∆γs = − ∑
i

sin 2θi
,
r̂i2

(3)

where (ri , θi ) are the polar coordinates of a clump relative to the lensed image, r̂i = ri /RE,i is the
radius scaled by the clump’s Einstein radius, and the sums are over the population of clumps. Time
delay perturbations are created principally by the perturbation to the lens potential [24]
∆φ = ∑ R2E,i ln r̂i .

(4)

i

The first conceptual point is that the shear perturbations do not depend explicitly on the Einstein
radius, and hence on the clump mass; this is why (individual) flux ratios do not probe the subhalo
mass function. By contrast, the potential perturbation has a factor of R2E,i ∝ mi , which means that
5
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Figure 3: (Left) Time delay distributions for models with different amounts of substructure, for the mock
lens shown in Fig. 2. The solid curve shows the reference model, with log κsub = −2.82, while the dashed
and dotted curves have a factor of 4 more or less substructure, as indicated. The vertical line shows a sample
value drawn from the reference model. The probability at the “observed” time delay gives the likelihood of
each model. Models with too little or too much substructure are disfavored in this likelihood sense. (Right)
Repeating the analysis for more models, we can trace the likelihood as a function of κsub (points). The
likelihood function is approximately Gaussian in log κsub (dotted curve), with mean log κsub = −2.83 and
dispersion 0.47 dex.
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time delay perturbations are explicitly sensitive to the clump mass. Going into more detail, Keeton
& Moustakas [24] show that the RMS time delay perturbation scales as

σt ∝

m2
hmi

fsub

!1/2

,

(5)
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full clump population. The factor of R2E,i ∝ mi makes the potential perturbation from any given
clump fairly small; but the combination of effects from many clumps brings the net time delay
perturbation up to a level that is measurable.
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consistent with being CDM substructure. To further test CDM predictions and begin to probe the
nature of dark matter, we are beginning to investigate the substructure mass function using multiwavelength flux ratios as well as time delays. The different observables contain complementary
information about the subhalo population, so they should be very valuable in combination. Useful
datasets are available now, and ongoing and planned astronomical surveys should provide large
samples that will revolutionize this unique study of dark matter substructure in distant galaxies.
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